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TelPay adds important functions
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Salmon

elPay for Business has been
around for a few years now
and is a major player in the
electronics payment field. The
company’s over-the-counter, telephone and Internet based bill payment systems are used by hundreds
of financial institutions and thousands of businesses and consumers
all across the country.
TelPay for Business not only
lets you pay all your employees,
but all your business bills and government remittances, with a few
clicks. And it’s gotten even better.
With its latest release, TelPay has
added a number of important new
functions. The most important one
is an accounts payable module to
facilitate bill payments entered
from other accounting systems.
With this new module you can
import invoices entered into
Simply Accounting, QuickBooks,
Microsoft Dynamics’ GP and
Adagio by Softrak directly into
TelPay for Business for bill payment. The import for Simply

T

Accounting and QuickBooks is
expected in early September.
An international payment
module is also now available. The
cost is $10 per month and payments are charged at $3 each. To
begin making payments in all
major international currencies customers must have an agreement
with one of TelPay’s approved foreign
exchange
providers.
Exchange differences from the
time the transaction is entered until
the payment is actually made are
accounted for by TelPay for Business.
The problem of requiring
double signatures on a payment is
not an issue with TelPay for Business. Signing officers can review
and approve the list of payments to
be made by responding to an email that includes a onetime
authentication code. Details of
every invoice or a condensed list of
payees and amounts only can be
included in the e-mail. E-mails can
be directed to all of your signing
officers with the requirement that
two different replies are needed for
approval.
Another benefit to using TelPay
for Business is its strong payroll
direct deposit module. You import
your payroll information into
TelPay for Business from any inhouse payroll program and then
TelPay handles the distribution.
The cost is $5 per payroll up to 33
employees. Additional employees
are 15 cents per employee.
Another new feature allows for
a net pay split. You simply select

the employee for which you would
like to have their net pay split, and
hit the “Split Deposit” button. You
are then prompted to allocate a
portion of the net pay, such as a
credit card, money card or utility
bill; you type in the amount or percentage and the net pay is automatically updated. The split details
will be entered only once and
appear automatically for future
payrolls.
TelPay for Business lets you
send direct deposit amounts to four
different bank accounts, up to three
different bill payments including
any credit or cash card, or even
handle a garnishee. The system
will also prompt you to enter your
source deduction remittances so
that you complete all of your payroll payments electronically.
If you’re tired of going to the
bank to make deposits, existing
TelPay for Business clients can
sign up for the ‘Get ePaid Faster’
program that will encourage their
customers to pay them electronically. By converting the organization to electronic receipts and payments, TelPay for Business
customers enjoy saving time and
money.
So how does TelPay work? You
first enter the payment information
into the TelPay database. You can
pay anyone; all of your suppliers,
employee expenses, government
remittances, and more. The TelPay
database includes all of the major
Canadian companies and you can
add your own vendors to your customized database. You then enter

the invoice details for each payee
and then review the payments you
have prepared for payment. A full
audit trail is provided. If other
approvals are required TelPay generates the approval document and
forwards it to the authorization
person.
The accounting entries for each
entry are generated, encrypted and
the batch is sent securely to TelPay,
utilizing a 128 bit SSL. You receive
an immediate confirmation of
receipt of payment, with reference
and session numbers.
Payments, including invoice
details, are sent to every supplier. If
you don’t provide the bank account
of the creditor, TelPay will send a
cheque and obtain the bank
account details for future payments. Payments are made the next
business day after receipt of funds
by TelPay. International payments
are forwarded through a choice of
foreign
exchange
service
providers.
Two new programs have been
developed to meet the unique
needs of accountants and bookkeepers across Canada. For practising accountants the TelPay
Advisor program offers a 50 per
cent discount off the TelPay for
Business sign-up fee for each
client they sign. For bookkeepers
who maintain records for multiple
clients, the TelPay Accounting Service Provider program lets them
pay a single setup fee of $75 and
add as many clients as they wish.
A new TelPay for Business
Reseller program is now available

for accountants and bookkeepers.
It includes new benefits, such as a
$75 fee for every client you refer
who signs up and uses TelPay for
Business, a listing of your business
at www.telpayforbusiness.ca, and
access to marketing materials and
support.
There is a $75 cost for the
TelPay software and a monthly fee
of $15. For bill payments the
charge is 50 cents per transaction.
There is a 40 cent cheque surcharge if paid on Wednesday and a
75 cent one on any other day.
TelPay provides a savings calculator on their web site that will
determine the benefits of implementing an electronic payments
program.
I have been using TelPay for
Business for over four years and I
find that’s its easy to use and cost
effective. TelPay is easier, faster
and cheaper to use than Electronic
Funds Transfer (EFT) provided by
the banks or payroll companies
such as ADP. There is a full audit
trail.
And most importantly, I can pay
bills from anywhere in the world.
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Technology for the 21st Century
seminar series. He can be reached
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worse than it would have been
originally, and we’re off to the
races.”
Another characteristic that
leads to unethical behaviour is
“super-optimism, which is a sense
that we are incapable of failure.
Everything we do is a success. No
one will ever catch us. We are
above the law, we are smarter than
everybody else and we can do
whatever we please,” said Kuhse.
“We’ve got Sarbanes-Oxley
and all these laws that are supposed to keep people on the
straight and narrow, and that works
to a degree. But for the most part,
people that do these things at high
levels don’t think they’re ever
going to get caught, because of
their sense of entitlement. Therefore none of these laws are going
to stop them, because they can get
away with it in their mind. They’ve
always gotten away with it. That’s
what’s driving them to do the crazy
things that most people would not
touch with a 10-foot pole.”
Kuhse also discusses rationalization – “that beautiful tool that
people can use to soothe their conscience, and to justify their
actions, even though they know

they’re in the wrong. I was full of
rationalization.”
John Baker, an associate professor of philosophy at the University of Calgary, said Kuhse’s list of
traits for unethical behaviour
should also include misdirected
loyalty. “You have a group of
people who work together daily
with complex, diff icult issues.
They get group loyalty to one
another. When a problem arises,
they take steps to preserve the
integrity of the group, even though
the actions of the group become
unethical and inappropriate.”
Baker said some of the relatively
recent troubles facing Conrad
Black and various groups within
the RCMP might be linked to misdirected loyalty.
James Ridler, an assistant professor at Queen’s School of Business in Kingston, Ont. disputed
Kuhse’s notion that snap decisions
are a factor for unethical behaviour. “I think the critical factor is
the ethics in the workplace and the
ethics of the individual,” Ridler
said. “If there is that ethical workplace, these snap decisions should
be ethical.”
Ridler used the example of
Johnson & Johnson, which reacted
quickly and ethically by pulling
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Mentors help keep Kuhse in line

Tylenol off the shelves across the
United States in the 1980s after
seven people were killed when
someone poisoned the medication
in the Chicago area.
“They responded in a very
responsible way. That was a crisis.
The right decisions were made
because they had a culture of
ethics in the workplace.”
Len Brooks, professor of business ethics and accounting at the
Rotman School of Management in
Toronto, said Kuhse’s concepts fit
with some of the existing fraud
and criminology literature. A

model of the fraud triangle has
three conditions that are usually
present, said Brooks. “One is
motivation. Two is opportunity and
three is rationalization. Some of
the things he has indicated can be
fit into that framework. This is the
framework that historical forensic
accountants subscribe to.”
Criminology literature has
identified neutralizers that people
use to rationalize behaviour: denial
of responsibility, denial of injury
of others, and denial of a victim .
“And then there’s claim for entitlement. Those are all rationalizations
that are out there in the literature.”
Brooks noted there is one other
important concept to consider
when discussing unethical behaviour. “Let’s call it a 20-60-20 rule.
Twenty per cent of the people will
never do something wrong. Sixty
per cent will do something wrong
if they think they can get away
with it and 20 per cent will do
something wrong no matter what
you do.”
“What (Kuhse) is saying is all
reasonable,” said Brooks. “And
what makes stories like his
impactful is you have somebody
who has really been there and tells
with startling reality how they got
into it. Many people who have not

done it before tend to take the view
that criminals are some other
breed, and they themselves would
never do it. The truth is they well
might when they’re in the particular circumstances. You need to be
continually alert to the possibility.
If you look at it, opportunities are
coming all the time. The issue is
whether you have a strength of
character, whether you’re aware.
There’s something called a slippery slope and you don’t realize
fully what you’re getting into at the
beginning,” warned Brooks.
Kuhse acknowledges he will
never be cured.
“I always laugh and say I’m in
recovery. It’s kind of like an addiction. Nobody is immediately fixed.
It’s a matter of recovery. The way I
keep myself in balance and the
way I recommend to others to do
it, is to have mentors. I had two of
the best. I had a great wife and a
mom that were my best advisors
ever.
“But when I got on the path, I
got greedy enough and overconfident enough and entitled enough
to think that I could pull something off that was def initely
illegal. I quit listening to them and
that’s really when everything
started to snowball for me.”

